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Style Sheet / Author Guidelines

Please submit your manuscript to Juan de la Cuesta—Hispanic Monographs in digital form as a single .docx, .doc,
or .rtf ﬁle. We prefer documents composed in Microsoft Word, but other word processors are ﬁne as long as the ﬁnal
ﬁle is saved or exported as one of the above ﬁle types and checked for errors after export. Please contact us right away
if this or any other aspect of this style sheet presents a problem so we can work it out.
The goal of your digital manuscript submission is to present your words to us in as simple a manner as possible in order
for them to be appropriately typeset. We ask that you do not format or “design” your manuscript for aesthetics, but
simply adhere to these guidelines as closely as possible. Keep styles to a minimum.
Your manuscript should conform to an established style standard such as the Chicago Manual of Style or MLA.
Manuscripts must include a table of contents
The electronic ﬁle that you submit to the Press will be used to typeset your book. The resulting page proofs will be
clean and as error-free as possible. For the editing and typesetting process to work efﬁciently, you must be careful and
consistent in preparing your manuscript. The digital ﬁle that you send to the Press for editing and typesetting must
contain the full and ﬁnal version of the manuscript.
After submitting your ﬁnal manuscript ﬁle, do not submit additional corrections or changes. You will have an
opportunity to make changes when you review the copyedited manuscript (“ﬁrst proof”).

Preparing your electronic text:
Typing Guidelines: Remember that digital typing is not the same as typewriter typing.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Typeface: Times New Roman, 12 point, single spaced lines. Notify us if you require specific typefaces and
include them with your manuscript submission.
Use a single space between sentences.
Language: Set the primary language at the beginning of the document, and manually format paragraphs
that are in other languages, in order to keep hyphenation correct.
Indents: Do NOT use automatic indents; use a single TAB to start paragraphs.
Footnotes: Use automatic footnotes. Do not use endnotes. No additional formatting is necessary, such as
for type size. We do all that here. In footnotes, use no return after the last line.
Type em dashes as 2 hyphens with no spaces on either side. It’s okay if they automatically turn into real
em dashes as you type.
Periods and commas, question marks and exclamation points go inside quotation marks:
.” ,” ?” !”
“La realidad humana”, 431 should be “La realidad humana,” 431
Periods and commas go inside footnote numbers: ... It was John Wilkes Booth.1
Also, note this order: John Wilkes Booth.”1
Ellipsis: Auto ellipsis is fine, or type three periods with no space between them: “...”
Use no period or comma after ? or ! They indicate a stop all by themselves.
Chapter starts and Headings before new sections: Use capitals and lower case letters, not bold letters,
no final period, and put no space after the headline. Precede new chapters with a manual page break or
section break. Start the new paragraph with no indent:
1.1 Cuando los hombres querían ser como dioses
A lo largo de su trayectoria como docente, Xavier Zubiri, dedicó un gran esfuerzo a pensar
filosóficamente el problema de Dios. María Zambrano tratará esta cuestión, pero de un
modo más intuitivo.
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Type ENTER (hard return) at the end of paragraphs.
For poetry and other line-for-line material and lists, never indent by using the spacebar. Use the tab key.
Block quotes: Put a single line space before and after indented quotes. The quote should be left-indented
the length of a single TAB (18 points) using your word processor’s indent function.
If you need to set off a text like this, skip a line, then indent the whole paragraph 18 points. Don’t use tabs
at the beginning of the quote. Don’t use quotations marks in set-off material (unless what is set off is a
speech). Don’t change the size or add a style. Put references to this set-off material in parentheses, after
the period. (Murnie, 167)

If the next line after a block quote is part of the same paragraph, do not indent. If it is a new paragraph,
indent with a TAB. Notice that the reference, (Murnie, 167) in the case above, goes after the period in the
quoted material, but goes before the period within paragraphs:
Por tanto, la poesía es un penetrar, un estar o ser en la realidad” (107). “La poesía es blah blah blah entrar
en el ser” (108).
•

Bibliographies: Below is a model for bibliographies. No space between items. Do not worry about indents.
Put a hard return at the end of entries only. Abbreviate “University Press” as “UP.” Use three em-dashes
(long dashes) to indicate a work by the same preceding author. Your bibliography will not be corrected for
stylistic deviations (only typeface, size, and indentation). We recommend the Chicago Manual of Style.
Badiou, Alain. Petit manuel d’inestétique. Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1998.
Bundgård, Ana. Más allá de la filosofía. Sobre el pensamiento filosófico-místico de María
Zambrano. Madrid: Editorial Trotta, 2000.
Castañón, Adolfo. Fulgor de María Zambrano. México: Fondo Nacional para la Cultura y las
Artes, 2002.
De la Cruz Ayuso, Cristina. “María Zambrano y Octavio Paz: Correspondencia de identidades:
Una mirada conjunta a Antonio Machado.” Actas III Congreso Internacional sobre la vida y
obra de María Zambrano: María Zambrano y la ‘Edad de Plata’ de la cultura española. VélezMálaga, España: 2004. 100-109.

•

When preparing plays put names of characters who are speaking, in small caps, and use no colon,
followed by a TAB.
FERNANDO
Fernando
Should be:
Fernando

•

¿Qué tal, don Mendo? or
¿Qué tal, don Mendo?
¿Qué tal, don Mendo?

Please spell-check the entire manuscript for spelling errors. This is crucial because the author is
responsible for proofreading the page proofs. Our typesetters will not correct perceived misspellings. Our
publications often deal with archaic spellings, linguistic analyses, multiple languages, original manuscript
reproductions, comparisons, and other situations which will confound an automated spell-checker. The
author is free to include whatever text he or she wants, and is solely responsible for its correctness.

Tables: Do not embed tables in the manuscript unless they are very simple. Do not put footnotes within tables. Submit tables in their native formats as separate files (probably Excel).
Label the table file “Table_01.xlsx” etc. Label them in the text like this:
<insert Table_01.xlsx here>
If your table has a caption, include it in the “Captions” file (details follow).
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Captions: Submit complete and final captions in a separate text document file. Include
permission and credit lines as requested by the source of the illustration.
Graphics/Digital Images: Do not embed images in your manuscript. Submit images as separate
files at actual size to fit your book as 300 dpi TIFs or JPEGs (Line art needs to be 1200 dpi). File
names should match figure numbers. If you use specific fonts in maps, or other graphics, include
them with the files. Label graphics in the text like this:
<insert Image_01.jpeg here>
If your image has a caption, include it in the “Captions” file (details above).
Permissions: Authors must obtain and pay for permission to reproduce every image or text in
the book protected by copyright or not covered by fair use before submitting the manuscript.
The Press will not obtain permission for authors. Authors are liable for any copyright infringement as stated in the contract.
•
•
•
•

Unless you are otherwise instructed, please obtain permission for nonexclusive English-language rights
throughout the world in all formats including electronic.
Please write the figure number of the corresponding illustration(s) on all permissions.
Please retain a copy of all permissions for your own records.
Permission granted by e-mail should be printed and included with other permissions with the final
manuscript.

Proofing: Use standard proofreaders’ marks, such as those found at
http://www.merriam-webster.com/mw/table/proofrea.htm or
http://www.espressographics.com/text/proofreader.html
Once you have proofed your book, make copies of the pages with corrections, just in case they
get lost or if you need to review corrections in a later set of proofs.

These digital files are required for your final manuscript submission:

□ The complete manuscript ( a single .docx, .doc, or .rtf file).
If Necessary:
			

			

□ Graphics/Digital images (.JPEG or .TIFF format).
□ Tables (.xlsx or similar format)
□ The captions file (.docx, .doc, or .rtf format).
□ Permissions pages if necessary.

